
Players and Parents, welcome to the Industry VBC summer volleyball 
training! The next few pages will contain a lot of the information that you will need 
to make your summer training the most effective, efficient and productive training 
it can possibly be. Please read over everything carefully and speak with us if you 
have any questions. 

Top priority for our players! All communication in regards to training and 
volleyball must be player driven. Meaning, we want to hear directly from players 
on what they are looking for and hoping to achieve with their volleyball training 
and careers. For all of our players 13 and younger we are happy to have a parent 
or parents act as a liaison, but for players 14 and older we will only speak with 
players in regards to their training, ambitions, goals and any other volleyball 
related concepts. And this includes scheduling and calendars. In order for players 
to get the most out their training and time spent in training they need to be 
focused and engaged as well as participate with the necessary level of maturity. 
Allowing players to be the first line of communication and keep up with their own 
schedule goes a long way to keeping them engaged and helping them build their 
confidence and belief in themselves and their ability to handle all aspects of 
training. 

The requirements for our older players and younger players will differ to 
some degree and we will include both in any applicable situations or handouts so 
that our younger players can look ahead and see what the expectations are as 
they progress through the age groups and levels of play.

We hold no age stigmas in this club. We are not a school entity and know 
that players do not need to be a certain age to be capable of performing high 
level skills. Technical skills are acquired through a combination of great 
instruction, hard work, studious mindset, a players intent to learn and improve 
and the time they spend off the court practicing these skills. This past club 
season we had a 7th grader setting for our top 16’s team and she fit in perfectly. 
We routinely move players to the groups where they fit best regardless of age. 
We encourage players to play with more experienced players when they can and 
when it’s the right fit, and will move players amongst training groups to find 
the best fit for them in regards to their current skill sets and ability to learn 
and progress. We encourage players to develop friendships and enjoy their time 
here, while also maintaining a clear focus on their top priorities, progression in 
skills and athletic movement and the understanding of the game of volleyball.  

All players will be required to have a 3 ring binder with the following 
sections:

+RULES
+NUTRITION
+WEIGHT TRAINING JOURNAL
+TOURNAMENTS
+BALL CONTROL CIRCUITS
+HANDOUTS
+NOTES

Please write your name on your binder with tape, always have a pen or 
pencil with your binder and bring your binder to every workout.
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Practice rules bring focus and increase the competitive nature of training! They 
are very important for all players and coaches. 
  
Our summer practice rules:

a. pay attention to details on and off the court 
b. respect all coaches, other players and most importantly yourself 
c. never ask “what are we doing in practice today” or “are we playing” 
d. never “coach” another player 
e. never give anything less than your absolute 100%
f. don’t ever pick and chose when you will play hard. you are cheating not 

only yourself but your teammates and the program.
g. iPods, cell phones, tablets or any other electric gadgets are not allowed 

during practice which means from the time you walk in to the time 
you walk out we should not see them or hear them.

f. arrive 15 minutes prior to scheduled practice time (except for U12’s 
and younger who arrive as scheduled) 

Consequences:
timed run around the training facility with increasing time for each 

infraction to be done after practice or the next day before your practice or you will 
not be allowed to practice. 

Tournament Rules:
a. arrive 1 hour prior to tournament start time  
b. complete your full IndustryVBC warmup prior to the start of your first 

match 
c. always have some type of Industry VBC gear on at all times
d. be the best officials at the tournament, every tournament

(players have to officiate matches in their pools and playoffs in 
beach tournaments and it is very important that you know the 
rules,  stay focused and pay attention and ref to the best of your 
abilities every time you officiate.)

e. you will support all Industry teams in competition if you are not actively 
playing or officiating

 
Consequences:

timed run around the training facility with increasing time for each 
infraction to be done after practice or the next day before your practice or you will 
not be allowed to practice. 
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Industry VBC

Our purpose: to prepare players technically, physically, and emotionally to 
progress in the sport of volleyball. To educate players not just in sport but a 
lifestyle balanced in health, fitness and nutrition. 

Our future: groups/teams of like minded players supporting each others 
pursuits of greater achievements in both sport and life. 

Work ethic: our players give 100% focus and effort in practices, training, 
competition, school and everything they do. 

Respect: We will respect each other. We will listen to teammates and coaches 
with an open mind. We will not degrade or demean each other. We will 
encourage our teammates. We will respect ourselves.

Loyalty: We are committed to the team and the program. We will put the 
interests of our teammates ahead of ourselves. We will support each other in all 
of our endeavors. We will look out for each others well being. 

By printing your name below you are committing to living our teams values in 
social situations, in the classroom, at practices, during competitions and when 
interacting with coaches, teammates or opponents. 

Full Name:

________________________________________________________________

Signature:

________________________________________________________________
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Passion 
How do you know when you have found your passion?

by Caleb Ikwuagwu  
 
 
 

1.You experience joy when you engage in it

2.You are motivated to keep moving forward even when you face adversity. 
When things get tough you work even harder. You refuse to give up.

3.You do the little things that others might overlook or think is irrelevant, 
because you know that those little things are important and add up later. 
Examples, put in extra practice on your own, avoiding soda and finding 
smarter nutritional choices. 
 
 

4. You show up to everything that is related to your passion even if you are not 
required to  
 

5. You’re never bored with your passion. You love engaging in it and learning 
more about it 
 

6. Nobody will ever question if you are giving your best at any given moment, 
because you will always empty the tank. (give your absolute 100%)
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Industry VBC

Four aspects of player Development

         SKILL                   IQ                  ATHLETICISM                    MENTALITY

Skill:  Have you mastered the skills for your sport? (serving, passing, setting, 
etc) You can accomplish this by practicing the skills repetitively. Top priority for 
all young players, serving! You need to practice overhand serving every day 
until you have mastered the skill. Without serving, there is no game. And there 
will never be enough group time to practice your serve enough to make it sharp. 
That is a player responsibility. Want to move to the next level, get more court 
time or be better than a friend or teammate? Practice your skills repetitively 
every day until you achieved your goals. 

IQ:  Are you cognitively prepared to process the details of your sport and 
recognize patterns in split seconds come game time? This can only be 
accomplished by being a student of the game. And can be done at every level! 
Playing U12’s? watch video and watch games of U12 and U14 competitions. 
Playing U18’s? watch video and watch games of U18 and collegiate 
competitions. Only by watching consistently will you develop the ability to 
recognize patterns and be able to implement the changes needed to combat 
those patterns. 

Athleticism:  Are you physically prepared? Can you make it through a tough 
practice and still feel ready for more? Volleyball players need it all. Working on 
speed, agility, quickness, endurance, strength and overall fitness is a necessity 
for good development. And you can accomplish this by training hard and training 
consistently. 

Mentality:  Do you believe in your heart of hearts that you are capable of 
accomplishing your goals? Competing at the next level or the highest level? No 
matter who or what is in front of you? You can accomplish this by training with 
people that challenge you both physically and mentally on a daily basis, which is 
why we are here and doing what we do! 
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Industry VBC Summer Season Player Goals 2018

Player Name:                                            

Age:                       

Date of Birth:

List 5 individual goals

List 3 individual strengths 

List 3 individual weaknesses (only required for players 14 and older)

Player 
Signature:___________________________________________________
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Industry VBC Ball control circuit July 2018

Partner Series

Overhand Throw (soccer throw)   10x each
2 hand high toss no bounce (soccer throw)  10x each
2 hand high toss bounce  10x each
Cross body  10x each
Wrist away 10x each

Overhand
20x low and flat
20x regular
20x high 
20x alternating side
20x set to self and set back
20x jump

Underhand
20x low and flat
20x regular
20x high
20x alternating side
20x jump

Partner defensive series
Drop and drive overhand dig   10x each
Drop and drive underhand dig   10x each
2 contact pepper  20x each
3 contact pepper underhand dig   20x each
3 contact pepper overhand dig  20x each
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Industry VBC Pre-practice warmup & prep Protocol 

Industry Warm Up
Rainbow  10 breaths
3 part glute/hip stretch x30 sec each
Lunge position calf & achilles stretch x30 each
Front split stretch x60 sec each
Standing toe touch x30 sec
Cat Camel x 10
Quadruped extension x 5 each
3 way glute activation x 10 each
Quadruped position scap/shoulder mobility x 10 each
Thoracic rotation x 10 each
Banded glute bridge with overhead reach x10

Partner Movement series:

banded lateral shuffle w/Tennis ball
a. high throw and catch 

right hand and left hand
b. low throw and catch 

right hand and left hand
Linear shuffle - 14 and older with band, 13 and younger without band

a. high throw and catch
right hand and left hand

b. low throw and catch 
right hand and left hand

Over the shoulder two handed catch

Box Jumps:
Rotate each day of training - on double leg days, 5 rounds of 5 jumps, on single 
leg days, 5 rounds of 6 jumps, 3 on each leg

Before each round of box jumps players will do 5 reps on each leg of single leg 
banded squat

Day 1 - double leg box jump, off of one box to the court, quick off the court and 
landing on a second box.

players 13 and younger start on the green box and end on a blue box
players 14 and older start on a blue box and end on a blue box

Day 2 - double leg lateral jump  - same as above

Day 3 - single leg linear jump - 
players 13 and younger start on the green box and end on a blue box
players 14 and older start on a blue box and end on a blue box

Day 4 - single leg lateral jump 
players 13 and younger work with no box
players 14 and older start on green box and can progress to blue
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